German Engineering Language & Culture

RUB Summer School 2020

August 10th to August 21st 2020
“Made in Germany” has been an attribution of excellent quality for several decades now, especially in engineering. We want to give you the opportunity to learn about the newest technology first-hand in our Learning Factory. Experience, how AI and VR will shape the manufacturing of the future and work on human-robot-collaborations. Go on tours through our labs, where we develop new drive systems and alternative energy systems.

As you can imagine, Germany has more to offer than fantastic engineering. Get to know fellow German students and learn about our customs and culture. We will teach you some basics of the German language and take you on trips to museums and sights of our area.

Do you already see yourself inside the famous BVB-soccer stadium enjoying some currywurst? Then join our Summer School in 2020!
WEEK 1

GERMAN ENGINEERING, LANGUAGE & CULTURE

German Classes

Industrial Heritage – The Ruhr Area

Electromobility and Automotive Engineering

Workshop at Learning Factory: LEAN in Production

Visit to a manufacturer

Student Projects
WEEK 2
GERMAN ENGINEERING, LANGUAGE & CULTURE

German Classes
Intercultural Training
Product Service Systems
Project Management for Engineers
Introduction to Robotics
Presentation of Student Projects
Certificates & Goodbye
Leisure Activities

Apart from studying we want you to meet students of Ruhr University Bochum and to get to know the area, which has transformed its many deserted coal mines into service centers, art projects and for example climbing gyms.

The name of Bochum’s pub district “Bermuda Dreieck” indicates that every night people get lost in all those bars along the way. Maybe you want to try one of the famous “Currywurst” that Bochum is known for in the whole world? Come and get to know your fellow students at a barbecue in one of our many parks.

We would be happy to welcome you to our area and discover its culture!
Meet the Experts

Ruhr University Bochum works closely with companies of the area on their innovation management. Meet experts from a corporate background and hear everything about innovation management in practice.

Start-Up: Meet the Founders

The Start-Up scene at our university is very diverse and we would like you to meet founders who can tell you all about their business ideas and strategy.

Learning Factory

Our Learning Factory will teach you innovation like VR and robotics in a workshop-setting. See how innovation effects production systems up close.
RUB Summer Schools
Study – Connect – Enjoy